/ INTRODUCTION + First comments on assumptions & results (to be continued in / Figures)--
The "thresholds" that appear in a nonlinear response are also named "tipping points" (in this paper). The objective of the paper is to analyse nonlinear+threshold behavior of SWI w/respect to changes of various quantities, such as sea levels, intensity of irrigation, pumping well positions, …. (perhaps this statement should be made more complete in the introduction).
The paper relies mainly on a quasi-analytical solution of quasi-static seawater intrusion based on sharp interface assumptions, etc. The main reference invoked in this respect Mazi et al 2013 (a recenbt paper published by the same authors) and references therein:
See my discussion on "/ References" further below…
Looking at the rest of the paper, it appears that the results are expressed and plotted in terms of dimensionless horizontal distance of toe of saltwater interface, as follows: Fig.4+Fig .5, the distance of the toe is plotted versus the total discharge to the sea (implicitly it is I believe the freshwater discharge to the sea: yes?). Koussis, A. D., Mazi, K., Riou, F., and Destouni, G.: Sea-intrusion in unconfined coastal aquifers: submarine outflow correction for Dupuit-type sharp-interface models, J. Hydrol., submitted, 2013.
/ Sec.3.2. ANALYSIS APPROACH
Additional references. Finally, additional references could be provided to broaden the scope of the paper (at least in the literature review).
For instance, analyses of the effect of heterogeneity and uncertainty have been developed in an analytical framework similar to that used in this submitted paper (sharp interface solutions), e.g., see the few references indicated below: 
/ FIGURES + Second set of comments on assumptions and results-----------------------------------
Here I use the figures as a basis to comment on some assumptions & results….
I note, first, that the Figures are generally informative and of reasonably good graphic quality…except where mentioned otrherwise in trhe comments below (Fig.3) .
/Fig.3.
This figure presents vertical cross-section configuration of the aquifers, a key feature in this paper. This figure is of good quality, and it is essential to this paper, but it raises some key points (see also other comments / references --about the Mazri et al 2013 previously published paper):
It is a bit of a pity that
This figure illustrates the so-called "generalized" analytical solution of SWI, on which the entire paper is based (the vulnerability assessments of the 3 sites are based on it). 
